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June/2020 New Braindump2go 300-710 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 300-710
Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 21Which object type supports object overrides?A. time rangeB. security group tagC.
network objectD. DNS server groupCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 22Which Cisco Firepower rule action displays an HTTP
warning page?A. MonitorB. BlockC. Interactive BlockD. Allow with WarningCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 23What is the
result of specifying of QoS rule that has a rate limit that is greater than the maximum throughput of an interface?A. The
rate-limiting rule is disabled.B. Matching traffic is not rate limited.C. The system rate-limits all traffic.D. The system
repeatedly generates warnings.Correct Answer: BQUESTION 24Which Firepower feature allows users to configure bridges in
routed mode and enables devices to perform Layer 2 switching between interfaces?A. FlexConfigB. BDIC. SGTD.
IRBCorrect Answer: DQUESTION 25In which two places can thresholding settings be configured? (Choose two.)A. on each IPS
ruleB. globally, within the network analysis policyC. globally, per intrusion policyD. on each access control ruleE. per
preprocessor, within the network analysis policyCorrect Answer: ACQUESTION 26In which two ways do access control policies
operate on a Cisco Firepower system? (Choose two.)A. Traffic inspection can be interrupted temporarily when configuration
changes are deployed.B. The system performs intrusion inspection followed by file inspection.C. They can block traffic based on
Security Intelligence data.D. File policies use an associated variable set to perform intrusion prevention.E. The system performs
a preliminary inspection on trusted traffic to validate that it matches the trusted parameters.Correct Answer: ACQUESTION 27
Which two types of objects are reusable and supported by Cisco FMC? (Choose two.)A. dynamic key mapping objects that help
link HTTP and HTTPS GET requests to Layer 7 application protocols.B. reputation-based objects that represent Security
Intelligence feeds and lists, application filters based on category and reputation, and file listsC. network-based objects that
represent IP address and networks, port/protocols pairs, VLAN tags, security zones, and origin/destination countryD.
network-based objects that represent FQDN mappings and networks, port/protocol pairs, VXLAN tags, security zones and
origin/destination countryE. reputation-based objects, such as URL categoriesCorrect Answer: BCQUESTION 28What is the
benefit of selecting the trace option for packet capture?A. The option indicates whether the packet was dropped or successful.B.
The option indicated whether the destination host responds through a different path.C. The option limits the number of packets that
are captured.D. The option captures details of each packet.Correct Answer: CQUESTION 29After deploying a
network-monitoring tool to manage and monitor networking devices in your organization, you realize that you need to manually
upload an MIB for the Cisco FMC. In which folder should you upload the MIB file?A. /etc/sf/DCMIB.ALERTB.
/sf/etc/DCEALERT.MIBC. /etc/sf/DCEALERT.MIBD. system/etc/DCEALERT.MIBCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 30Which
command is run at the CLI when logged in to an FTD unit, to determine whether the unit is managed locally or by a remote FMC
server?A. system generate-troubleshootB. show configuration sessionC. show managersD. show running-config | include
managerCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 31Which command should be used on the Cisco FTD CLI to capture all the packets that hit
an interface?A. configure coredump packet-engine enableB. capture-trafficC. captureD. capture WORDCorrect Answer:
BQUESTION 32How many report templates does the Cisco Firepower Management Center support?A. 20B. 10C. 5D.
unlimitedCorrect Answer: DQUESTION 33Which action should be taken after editing an object that is used inside an access control
policy?A. Delete the existing object in use.B. Refresh the Cisco FMC GUI for the access control policy.C. Redeploy the
updated configuration.D. Create another rule using a different object name.Correct Answer: CQUESTION 34Which Cisco
Firepower feature is used to reduce the number of events received in a period of time?A. rate-limitingB. suspendingC.
correlationD. thresholdingCorrect Answer: DQUESTION 35Which report template field format is available in Cisco FMC?A.
box lever chartB. arrow chartC. bar chartD. benchmark chartCorrect Answer: CQUESTION 36Which group within Cisco does
the Threat Response team use for threat analysis and research?A. Cisco Deep AnalyticsB. OpenDNS GroupC. Cisco Network
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